Laser Applications

Complete Solution With Automation & Laser Welding Units

THERE IS NEVER A BEST THERE IS ALWAYS A BETTER
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Testing Systems

Complete Solution With Automation & Laser Marking Units

THERE IS NEVER A BEST THERE IS ALWAYS A BETTER
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Assembly Lines

- Fully Automatic Conveyor Assembly Lines
- Semi-Automatic Assembly Lines
- Manual Assembly Workstations

THERE IS NEVER A BEST, THERE IS ALWAYS A BETTER
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Vision Based Inspection Systems

- Inspection of Finished Products
- Assembly Applications With Vision System

THERE IS NEVER A BEST THERE IS ALWAYS A BETTER
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Laser Welding Automation For Car Seat Tack

1. 5-Axis Robot
2. Fume Extractor Unit
3. Main Machine
4. Chiller
5. Laser Welding Source
6. UPS
7. Laser Weld Monitoring System

THERE IS NEVER A BEST, THERE IS ALWAYS A BETTER
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